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Response Rate

• 832 surveys delivered

• 184 surveys completed or partially completed

• 22% response rate



County



Operator versus Landlord



Other Characteristics



LEMA Questions



LEMA Scenarios
AllocationMethod Description

Percent of Historical Water 

Use

Allocation is equal to a percent of the 

average volume pumped in a recent multi-

year period. 

Percent of Water Right 

Authorized Quantity

Allocation is equal to a percent of the 

water right’s authorized (certified) 

quantity.

Inches using Average 

Irrigated Acres

Allocation = Inches × LEMA Acres where 

LEMA Acres are calculated as the average 

of irrigated acres for a recent, multi-year 

period.

Inches using Maximum 

Irrigated Acres

Allocation = Inches × LEMA Acres where 

LEMA Acres are calculated as the 

maximum of irrigated acres for a recent, 

multi-year period.

Inches using Water Right 

Authorized Acres

Allocation = Inches × LEMA Acres where 

LEMA Acres are the authorized acres 

according to the water right.

Goal for Reduction

in Use

10%

15%

20%

25%



1. Most respondents support a 
LEMA.











2. Support for a LEMA 
decreases with reduction goal 
of 20 or 25%.







3. No clear most preferred 
method of assigning 
allocations. 











4. Support for LEMA 
decreases about 10-20 
percentage points once 
allocation method is defined.







5. Support for LEMA was 
similar inside and outside 
Wichita County.



6. Support for LEMA was 
similar between landlords and 
operators.



7. Local landlords tend to be 
more favorable towards LEMA 
than landlords living outside 
region.



8. Young farmers (less than 50 
years old) are generally just as 
favorable towards a LEMA, but 
they are more particular about 
the allocation method. 



9. Overall support for a LEMA 
was similar between farmers with 
small and large well capacities. 
Allocations as % historical has 
more support among those with 
small well capacities.



Other Opinion Questions
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